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B4_E7_A1_95_c73_110229.htm Section I Use of English Directions:

Read the following text. Choose the best word（s） for each

numbered blank and mark a, b, c or d on answer sheet 1.（ 10 points

） Everybody dances. If you have 1 swerved to avoid stepping on a

crack in the sidewalk, you have danced. If you have every kneeled to

pray, you have danced. For these actions have figured importantly 2

the history of dance. Dance goes 3 to the beginning of civilization- 4

the tribe where natives danced to get 5 they wanted. Primitive dance

was 6 all practical, not the social dancing we know today. Natives

approached dance with 7 seriousness as a way to help the tribe in the

crucial process 8 survival. Dance was believed to be the 9 direct way

to repel locusts, to 10 rain to fall, to insure that a male heir would be

born, and 11 guarantee victory in a forthcoming battle. Primitive 12

was generally done by many people moving in the same manner and

direction. 13 all dances had leaders, solo dances 14 rare. Much use

was made of 15 part of the body. And so 16 were these tribe dances

that, if a native 17 miss a single step, he would be put to death 18 the

spot. Fortunately, the same rigid 19 that governed the lives of these

people do not apply in the 20 relaxed settings of today’s disco. 1. a.

ever b. never c. before d. after 2. a. about b. for c. in d. around 3. a.

forward b. back c. up d. down 4. a. at b. for c. of d. to 5. a. when b.

why c. which d. what 6. a. about b. above c. under d. over 7. a. little

b. great c. less d. least 8. a. to b. over c. of d. at 9. a. most b. first c.



least d. last 10. a. cause b. happen c. try d. make 11. a. for b. of c. to d.

at 12. a. food b. dance c. spells d. harvest 13. a. since b. despite c. thus

d. although 14. a. are b. was c. were d. is 15. a. only b. every c. some

d. all 16. a. comic b. boring c. solemn d. tiring 17. a. would b. should

c. might d. could 18. a.in b.at c.on d.around 19. a. sticks b. messages

c. reviews d. rules 20. a. less b. more c. least d. most Section II

Reading Comprehension Part A Directions: Read the following four

texts. Answer the questions below each text by choosing a, b, c or d.

Mark your answers on answer sheet 1.（40 points） Text 1 The

story that traces life from sea to land then into the multiple niches

that exist there for a great variety of living things is a fascinating one,

but far too detailed for our purposes. One key point for us in that

story is the emergence of the biological class of animals that are called

mammals. Mammals have a number of features that distinguish them

from the reptiles from which they developed. They are warm

blooded. that is, they have a system of temperature control that keeps

the body at a constant temperature. Mammals have a set of teeth of

different shapes that serve different functions such as cutting,

gouging, and grinding. Young mammals spend their earliest days of

development shielded within the mother’s body and are then born

alive, rather than hatching from eggs. In addition, after birth they are

nourished by milk provided by the mother’s mammary glands.

The enforced association between mother and infant provides an

opportunity for learning that does not exist for those kinds of

creatures that are hatched from eggs long after their parents have

departed from the scene. Young mammals play something that



amphibians and reptiles never do which provides additional learning

opportunities. The foregoing list leaves little doubt that we are

mammals. There are, of course, a great many kinds of mammals,

most of which developed after the great extinction of dinosaurs and

other reptiles about 65 million years ago that opened opportunities

for the few small mammals that were already in existence. One of the

groups of mammals that resulted was a biological order called

primates which includes monkeys, apes, humans, and some smaller

creatures familiar only to ardent zoogoers. Primates share a number

of behavioral features that have played important roles in their

evolutionary development. Most primates are arboreal. that is, they

spend their lives in and among trees. Their tree-climbing and

tree-dwelling habits impose needs that are reflected in primate

anatomy. Although diet varies from species to species, many

primates are largely vegetarian. But they can eat and digest meat, and

some species vary their diets of leaves, shoots, and fruits by eating

insects, birds’ eggs, and even small animals. Primates are

hand-feeders, depending on their hands both to collect food and to

get it into their mouths. Perhaps the most important feature of their

behavior is that primates are social animals. Their genetics, habits,

and even their survival are geared to living in groups. Although

human beings have come to have a way of life very different from

that of typical primates, the basic primate adaptation provided

prehuman with capabilities that allowed them to become

culture-builders. The anatomical features that separate primates from

other kinds of animals relate clearly to the way primates behave.



21.Where do you think is the passage from? a. newspaper. b. gazette.

c. journal. d. science magazine. 22.Which of the following is not the

features of mammals that distinguish them from the reptiles? a.they

’re warm-blooded. b.they have a set of teeth of different shapes.

c.the first period of development of young mammals is within their

mother’s body. d.there’s some association between mother and

infant. 23.Which can be inferred from the passage? a.mammals

developed from the reptiles. b.the animals that are hatched from eggs

have no opportunity for learning. c.mammals developed at the cost

of the extinction of reptiles. d.not all the primates are mammals.

24.Primates are social animals because . a.they are hand-feeders b.of

their anatomical features c.they are arboreal d.they depend on each

other 25.What leads to the features of the primate anatomy? a.their

tree-climbing and tree-dwelling life. b.their diet. c.the way they

behave. d.the social emphasis in their life. 100Test 下载频道开通，
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